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SOME CHAFUCTERISTICS OF INJEL SPRAYS AT

LOW-INJECTION PRESSURIS

,. By A; M. Rot~ro@c and C, D, Waldron

Summary

This report presents the. results.of tests conducted
at the Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory, Langley
Field, Ta., to determine s~me of.the characteristics of
tke fuel sprays. obtained from an 0.008-inch and a 0.020-
inch open nozzle when injection pressures from 100 to 500
poun$s per square inch were used. Fuel 0:1 and gasoline
were injected into air at densities of atmospheric and
0;325 pound per cubic foot.

It was found that the penetration rate at these low
pressures was about the same as the rate obtained with
hi~her pressures. Spray cone-angles were small and indi-
vidual oil drops,were visible in all the sprays. Gasoline
and fuel oil sprays had similar characteristics.

Introduction

Interest has-recently been shown in spark-ignition
engines using gasoline or Biesel oil and having the fuel
injected into the inlet manifold or into the engine cyl-
inder during the suction and compression stroke when the
air density is low. .Since in this type of engine injec-
tion pressures of several thousand pounds per square inch
are not required. to give t~e necessary fuel spray penetra-
tion with round-hole orifices, a low-pressure injection
system could be used, provided that the low-injection
pressure gave sufficient atomization and dispersion of
the fuel spray. Consequently, it seemed desirable to in- ~
vestigate the characteristics of the sprays produced with
low-injection pressures. TO do t,his, several series of ..-”

high-speed motion picturesof such sprays were obtained
at the Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory, Langley



.. . . . ...

Field, Va. This report presen$s the results of tho in-
vestigation.

.,. .. .. ,. ... ,:, . . . :.-., .,,,.., ,., ,..

Apparatus”’and Methods
h,..,.:,.-..., ..--,

. .

The apparat,us.:wsecl was the N.A.C..4. spray photography

eqnipment which is descri%ed in reference 1. A diagram-
matic sketch of the injection system is shown in Figure 1.
The ball check valve mounted in the open nozzle holder is
shown in I?igure 2. This system gave one injection of fuel
iato a chamber with glass windows while 25 electric con-
deaser”s were successively discharged at tbe rate of 2,000
per second across. a spark gap in a reflector. The light
from these discharges was focused l)y the reflector onto
tho fuel spray.. In the camera a .fila moving at tha rat+ ___
of 2,000 inches per second recorded—a picture of the spray
each time it was illuminated hy a spark discharge.

The steel injection tube was 50 inches long and Bad
an inside and ah outside diameter of one-eighth and”one’-
fourth inch, respectively.

,,
The values of spray-tip penetration were obtained by

dr.i?.witiga smooth curve through,.the tips of the spray fmag.es
on each film and ,then measuring the he”ight of this curve
at various time positions. The start of the spray was con-
sidered as the point at which this curve intersected a
horizontal line drawn throu:gh the images of the discharge
orifice.

?2he “images of the sprays were examined for distin-
:;uishable fuel. drops. Nothing more than this could be
leari~ed about, atomization in the sprays from the examina-
tioil of.the phdt~graphs, for, according to Lee (reference
2), th~ external appearance of a “spray gives little in-
dication of the actual’ atomizatio,n ‘or distribution in the
spray. Several pictures-were taken tinder the same con-
ditions for each test. Thq variation in penetration was
ilot large, l)eing atiout the same as that found by Beard-
slby (reference 3) when he did not. control the initial
‘.pies~ure in”’the injectio~ tu~e. The same trouble. was
experienced with.,a~r, ir. the system as discussed in refer-
ence: L&J.:The, kif?icvlty was elim$nated~ as before, by
carefully f.i.lling.thq line with fuel” %efor? each injec-
tion. . ,.. ..

. .
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Tes”ts were ma&e with””a 0.020 -iach ,?rifice with a
length-diameter ratio of 2 and an’ 0.008 di”arnet8rorifice
with a length-diameter ratio”of’1/2,first with no check
valve in the line and then with the ball check”valve,
which had an opening pressure of 145 to 1S0 pougds per :.
square inch. The injection pressures were varied from “‘;
100 to 500 pounds per square inch. Bdth”atmospheric “
(0.0765 pound per cubic foot) and 0.325 pound ~er cubic ‘:
foot” (50 pounds per square inch pressure) chamber air .“,
densities were used. The air in the chamber was at room
temperature.

The fuels tested were fuel oil and gasoline. The
fuel oil had a specific gravity of 0.83.and a viscosity
of 0.0221 poise at 100° F. The gasoline had a specific
gravity of 0.75 and a viscosity of 0.00’79 poise at 100° F.

Test Results and Discussion

.

Figure 3 shows three series of photographs obtained
with the gasoline. At an injection pressure of 100 poundsh
per square inch the individual “fuel drops were visible and
the spray cone-angle was indefinite. When the injection
pressure was increased to 500 pounds per square inch, the
number and size of the visible drops decreased and the
cone-angle was 12°. The spray appears to be better dis-
tributed and atomized. When the, spray-chamber air density
was increased from atmospheric to 0.325
inch, the cone-angle was i.ncreas.ed to 25

~ound per square
and the distri-

h.ztion and atomization were apparently still further ”im-
proved. The. appearance of the syrays with fuel oil was
similar to those obtained with gasoline.

,.

,

●

Enlargements of photographs of the gasoline sprays
are shown in Figure 4. At the injection pressure of 100
pounds per. square inch the spray consisted of a central
core of individual drops “surrounded by an envelope of
drops of different sizes. The large i.niiistinct drops are
probably caused by smaller drops out of focus. At the
injection pressure of 300 pounds per sq=.are inch there
are a few individual drops visible on the edge of the
spray, but most Of the spray appears to he well atomized.
The cone-angle with the “gasoline was 3° to 4° greater than
with the fuel oil.
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i?igures 5 and 6 show the effect of injection pressure
and of the check valve on the penetration of the sprays
from a 0.020-inch orifice. The penetration was in each ~
case greater without the check valve (0 potind per square .
inch Valve-”opening pressure) than with the check valve. .
In each,f.igurti the curve for 100 pounds per square inch
injection pressure with the check valve’ in the line is
con?ide:ra%ly” less tb.an than the penetration under the other ‘
conditions . This decrease in penetration is caused. ly
the opening pressure, of the check valve being greater than
the injection ~ressure maintained in the high-pressure
reservoir. (See also reference 5.) For these conditions,
under which curves A were obtained, the spray consisted
of a stream of drops. With the exee”ption of the 100 “pounds
per square inch injection pressure, the penetration of
the fuel oil was slightly greater’”than that of the gas-
oline, (See also reference 6.) The values of penetration
compare favorably witi~ those obtained at much higher in-
jection pressures. (Reference 7. )

.
Tigures 7 and 8 show the effect of injection pres-

sure on the penetration of fuel” oil and gasoline sprays
from an 0.,008-’inch orifice and a 0.020-inch orifice. As
be”fore, the penetration increased with the injection pres- .
sure and decreased when the oheck valve was placed in the
line, Comparing the figures, it is seen that the penetra-
tion of.the gasoline was in some cases greater than that
for the ftiel oil when the check valve was not in the line.
(See ‘reference 6,) This was probably caused-by the dif-
ference in the f’1’owconditions through the orifice with
the’two fuels. with the 0.020-inch orifice the Reynolds
lTu.mberof the f-low conditions through the orifice was

,

.

.—
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—
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—

.

.
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greatei than 2,000 for ,both fuels. “T?ith the 0.008-inch
orif-i’ceand fuel oil, the Reynolds Num%er’was greater than ~ ‘-
2,000 Orily for the-pressures greater than 100 pounds per -
square inch, but with the gasoline as the fuel the Reyn-
olds Number was greater than 2,000 for all the injection
pressures tested. Con~equently, with the gasoline the t*

flow through the orifice was well. within the “turbulent
.—

ran~e for all the test conditions; mhiletith fuel oil the
flow was turbulent with the O’.b2O-inch orifice at all the
pressures tested, but with the 0.003-inch orifice the
flow changed from semiturbulent to ttirbulent. As the flow
conditions with the fuel oil and the 0,008-inch orifice
differed,

-Ff ‘Ue’ -.~
a “direct comparison from the s

densities can not be made between Fi@res 7 a

.
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air density was increased from atmos -
per cubic foot (fig. 9), the lighter

fuel pe~etrated the greater distance, although the penetra-
tion with ”eithei;fuel was less than that oltained at atmos-
ph.etic air” density. The greateb penetration was yrobably
caused, as before, by the change in the flow conditions.

Coticlusions . ‘, ; .’

The following conclusions are drawn from the test
results presented:

.“.:.
1. Injection pressures %elow 500 pounds per square

inch give penetration rates comparable viith the rates ob-
tained with higher injection pressures.

2. “Atomization is.very.poor with 100. pounds per .
square inch injection pbeeeufea, but appears to be fair
with 400 and 500 pounds per square inch injection pressures.

3. Atomization and penetratio-n rates change little
with orifice size.

4. The penetration rate decreases as the density of
the air into which the ftiel is injected.is increased.

,..

5. Gasoline and fuel oil give about the same penetra-
tion rates and external spray appearance. .

.
Langley .Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory,

National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,
Langley Field, Vs., November 4, 1931.

.
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